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We Provide an exclusive comprehensive home design. When designing 

a house project, we will take into account all the features of the

object - architecture, location, views from the windows and 

illumination.
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How we do 4

What we do

Living Room

Dining Room

Master Bedroom

Entrance Hall

Kitchen 

Bathroom  

Garden

Contact



Analysis

Before we start working on a project, our 

designers measure the object. The technical  

assignment is drawn up directly at the 

facility with the customer, where we discuss 

each stage in detail.

Design

The whole team takes part in the work 

on the sketches, everything is carefully

well-thought out, discussed, and then finalized.  

Only after that ready-made 3D visualizations 

are shown to the customer.

Supervision

In the process of implementation, there 

are always tasks: to make changes to the  

the project, to change orders such as 

materials and furniture.

Layout

The layout is the skeleton of the interior 

design future, so at this stage it is necessary  

to think over everything from the large

of picture to the smallest details.

Concept

Before we start working on visualization, 

we select analogs in a given style direction.  

Which we analyze and discuss in details in 

a personal meeting in order to determine 

style and customer needs.



Isn’t it fair to say the living room is where we spend the most time relaxing?

It’s therefore a key to create a space that’s both comforting and practical in equal measure.

Before we get into all those lovely living room decors 

ideas, We focus on the practical issues.

The layout of your living room. Whether you are starting  

totally from scratch in a new room or want to renew 

your existing space, deciding on a layout can dictate 

your decor choices.



Your dining room is a truly multi-functional space - it’s  

where we eat, entertain and sometimes even work.

When designing your dining room, think carefully 

about how you use the space and what you really want  

to achieve with this area. Whatever your style, room 

size, or budget, we have the dining room design

for you.

With a few simple touches, we can quickly transform your dining room  

into a cozy place for dinner parties and delicious meals at home.



When walking to your master bedroom at night, or 

awakening there in the morning, what type of decor

do you wish would greet you? only that quistion we will 

ask, then we are ready with whopping inspirational 

bedroom ideas, plus tips & accessories to help you design  

your very own new space. From master bedroom color 

schemes and bedroom furniture sets to gorgeous

lighting schemes and show-stopping accent walls, it’s  

all going on right here.

Whether it’s a dark sleep-inducing scheme you’re after, or a light and soothing  

space to while away your mornings with a good book and a hot coffee.

We are right here.



From style and luxury solutions to stylish lighting options,  

we have all the information and ideas you need to

give your hallway the wow factor. Much more than 

just a hall that leads to other places, a hall is an 

important part of your home and it's definitely worthy  

of your decorating attention.

The entryway sets the tone for the rest of your home. This transitory spot is the 

perfect place to showcase a sleek console table and statement mirror,

a bold painting or sculpture, or an ornately tiled floor with a vibrant color palette.



The kitchen tends to be the room in our home that 

needs the most details. The good news is that, with 

a little planning, you can have a design that makes 

cleaning a breeze and allows you to spend less time  

mopping and more time enjoying your space.

The kitchen is the heart of the home and one of the hardest rooms in the  

house to keep clean. But there are practical ways to design your

kitchen in a way that will make maintaining and cleaning them easier.



We all spend a lot of time in our bathrooms, so we design  

simply gorgeous places, Unique bathtubs, sleek vanity 

units, and modern toilet designs come in all shapes

and sizes, to suit any spaces and budgets.

Spend a night on the tiles if you love to linger in the tub at the end of your day 

at make it the focal point of the room. Make a pretty path to your

bubble bath and enjoy your time.



Indoor gardens can contribute important benefits to 

home living, ranging from aesthetic beauty to improved 

health and productivity. These benefits complement the 

obvious aesthetic advantages of a well-designed garden, 

making the indoor garden an attractive residential feature  

on several fronts.

The garden helps blend inside home and out, making your home feel even bigger.  

we’re here to design your lovely home garden that you can enjoy your lovely view
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